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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The design of an industrial process or the improvement of an existing one has different stages to be analyzed. Uncertain parameters may be present throughout, from the synthesis, design, planning, and scheduling through to the control of processes, where unexpected variations may occur in some parameters. Not taking into account uncertainties may lead to a suboptimal operation or even failure of the process. A process for manufacturing functional thin films, for example, has reaction rate constants and transfer coefficients that may not be known or cannot be specified with certainty, leading to uncertain deposition rates. Such a process is ideally built after comparing many proposed design options, which must account for the uncertainties. Therefore, simulating the process and considering uncertainties at the design stage is essential.

Aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition (AACVD) is an alternative to the conventional atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process for the production of functional thin films. In either case, chemical precursors react and/or decompose on a substrate, forming the desired product. Both CVD and AACVD can be used in the synthesis of films, coatings, powders, composites, and nanotubes.^[@ref1]−[@ref5]^ Each one of these products has a particular application, as for example, in electronics and optoelectronic applications,^[@ref6]−[@ref10]^ self-cleaning surfaces,^[@ref11]−[@ref14]^ and transparent conducting oxide (TCO) films; the last are a special class of glass coating that can be used in solar cells.^[@ref15]−[@ref18]^

CVD is based on the vaporization of the precursors before delivering them to the reaction site, while AACVD generates an aerosol from a solution containing the precursors. The advantage of AACVD is that the precursors need not be volatile, which means that a wide range of safe, easy to handle, nonvolatile precursors can be used. The aerosol-assisted method allows for easy doping since the stoichiometric ratio of dopant precursors to film precursors in the solution can be closely related to the stoichiometric ratio in the resultant film. On the contrary, conventional CVD would require precise control over gas flow rates, which can be unreliable. There are also cost benefits when using AACVD since it is no longer necessary to heat and vaporize the precursors and to heat the piping system to prevent condensation during the transport of the vaporized precursors, as is done for the conventional CVD. The morphology of the films deposited via AACVD can also be controlled as a function of the solvent used for the precursor solution, and different morphologies will lead to different properties, customized according to the final application. Lastly, AACVD does not need a sophisticated reactor since it can operate in an open atmosphere.^[@ref1],[@ref2],[@ref19]^

In the lab scale, AACVD has been shown to produce low-cost, high-efficiency, and high-quality products with optical and electrical properties comparable to those of industry standards.^[@ref1],[@ref20]−[@ref32]^ The challenge is to predict the behavior of an AACVD process at the industrial scale. With that aim, we use mathematical models along with the experimental data from the successful lab-scale AACVD implementations. The success of the large-scale process can be specified in terms of the highest specific product formation rate obtained that meets the industry standard properties for the products. The scale-up procedure of the AACVD process involves assigning values for design variables that will impact the aerosol drop size distribution, the loss of aerosol during transport, the solvent evaporation, and the chemistry in the deposition site. Finally, as an alternative to designing a new plant, the AACVD process could potentially be suited to being incorporated into current CVD industrial plants for thin film deposition. We therefore look at the feasibility of generating an aerosol and transporting it to the processing line using existing CVD facilities. Challenges are mainly due to the distributed nature of drop sizes in the aerosol, the prediction of losses over long distances, the need to model the evaporation of the solvent in the delivery, and the complex reactions potentially taking place in the deposition site. We present an integrated model of the AACVD process for use in an industrial-scale design. The model is composed of the following subprocesses: aerosol generation, aerosol transport, aerosol delivery, and the chemical deposition itself, as shown and described in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Schematic diagram of a large continuous industrial-scale aerosol-assisted chemical vapor deposition (AACVD) process, divided into four units: First, a solution containing the precursors is atomized via ultrasonic vibration to generate aerosol. Carrier gas is then used to transport the aerosol over long distances (tens to hundreds of meters), which causes some aerosol loss and a change of its size distribution. In the delivery unit, a cross-section of the equipment is shown, where the filled rectangles represent heat exchangers used to heat the carrier gas and evaporate the solvent, releasing the precursors. Finally, a functional thin film is continuously grown on top of a moving glass by the chemical deposition of the precursors.](ie9b05869_0001){#fig1}

We propose stochastic models for the prediction of the aerosol droplet size distribution and the amount delivered via piping systems. Probability density functions are used to describe the droplet sizes before and after a transport system. The temperature profile of the reaction site is modeled, as well as the solvent evaporation and the release of precursors. Finally, the chemical deposition is modeled to describe the film growth. We aim at keeping the models simple, using lumped parameters when possible to reduce the computational requirements and make them suitable for use in a future model-based design procedure. The models are also used to understand the sensitivity of the design variables to the scale of the process and, subsequently, to investigate the robustness of the design to the impact of uncertainties.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. [Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2){ref-type="other"} presents the main considerations and challenges regarding the process scale-up, including the methodology used to perform simulations with process uncertainties. [Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"} summarizes the mathematical models used and [Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="other"}](#sec4){ref-type="other"} discusses the results from the process simulations. Finally, [Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="other"}](#sec5){ref-type="other"} draws conclusions on the feasibility of an industrial-scale AACVD process.

2. Process Scale-Up {#sec2}
===================

Taking a process from a lab scale to an industrial scale poses significant challenges. Many variables are scale-dependent; for example, the transfer of heat is strongly dependent on the ratio of surface area to volume. Laboratory experiments are key for understanding the underlying process behavior, including reaction mechanisms and transport phenomena. However, the design of equipment at a larger scale and the criteria that may be used in making decisions about such equipment are based on the modeling of the process features.^[@ref33],[@ref34]^ Extrapolating from the experimental parameters to obtain the industrial-scale parameters is an additional challenge since it can introduce uncertainties in the prediction of the process behavior.

Some variables will need to have their values adjusted when moving from the lab to the industrial scale. We propose models aimed at simulating the AACVD process to study how those variables will have to change in order to keep the expected outcome and the feasibility of the industrial-scale process. We will use models to guide the design of the industrial-scale process, also using data gathered from small-scale experiments. The models developed may also prove useful for the analysis of existing processes based on aerosol generation, transport, and delivery and chemical deposition.^[@ref35]−[@ref38]^

2.1. Process Uncertainties and Distributed Parameters {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

Uncertainty is ubiquitous in the process design and scale-up, given that there is always imperfect or unknown information where it is impossible to exactly describe all the parameters.^[@ref39]^ Uncertainties in the model predictions are also introduced when some of the model parameters are fitted from experimental data, which is usually necessary when building models for a process scale-up. Assumptions also generate a number of uncertainties in the process models. Consequently, it is important to consider the possible ranges of uncertain parameters and to understand how they impact the process, as well as ensuring that the process continues working regardless of the actual value that the parameters assume anywhere in their uncertain ranges. This grants the robustness of the process to uncertainties. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis^[@ref40]^ can be used to evaluate the robustness of the process models and to quantify the expected extent of variation in the process outcome, in addition to identifying the sources for variations in process performance.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^

Some parameters may have a single exact value but there may be uncertainty about this value. Other parameters are described by distributed quantities due to variability or heterogeneity; an example of this in the case of the AACVD process is the size of droplets generated by ultrasonic vibration. Both cases can be mathematically represented using the same approach, namely, probability theory.^[@ref43]^ Simulations of the AACVD models allow for the study, for example, of the impacts of ranges of transfer coefficients and kinetic constants. Probability distributions are used to describe such ranges. The strengths of this approach are exemplified by how straightforward it becomes to quantify and understand how likely different outcomes are and to visualize potential scenarios. Quantities such as the mean, variance, skewness, upper and lower quantile values, and confidence intervals are used to understand the impacts on the results of the uncertain and distributed parameters. Such information may also be represented graphically, using probability density functions and likelihood plots, which can help understand the predicted behavior of the scaled-up process.

2.2. AACVD Model-Based Scale-Up and Design Procedure {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------

In considering the design and scale-up of an AACVD process, the objective is to achieve a specific deposition rate. This objective is a function of many design variables: the choice of the precursor and the properties of the precursor solution (density, viscosity, concentration, etc.), the properties of the aerosol generator (vibration frequency, rate of aerosol generation, etc.), the properties of the transport system (diameter of the transport pipes, properties of the carrier gas and its flow rate, etc.), and the properties of the deposition site (volume of reaction, speed of flowing glass, etc.). For the simulations, a goal seeking iterative method is used to identify the values of the design variables that achieve the desired deposition rate objective.

In a typical lab-scale AACVD,^[@ref24],[@ref26],[@ref29]^ a precursor solution is prepared by dissolving 1--3 mmol of a precursor in 10--30 mL of a solvent. Sometimes a small quantity of a dopant is also dissolved (1--10 mol %). The precursor solution is then atomized using, for example, an ultrasonic atomizer, which produces aerosol with a median droplet diameter ranging from 0.1 to 30 μm. The aerosol is transported over a small distance (5--50 cm) into the reactor, kept at a specific temperature using a carrier gas at a constant flow-rate of 0.5--2 L·min^--1^. The substrate can be a small float glass plate of 50--100 cm^2^, which is laid inside the reactor, where the chemical deposition takes place. The deposition process takes 10--30 min from the time aerosol starts being generated until the end of the chemical deposition.

The objective for an industrial-scale process might be instead to continuously deposit material on top of a glass with 3--4 m width, flowing at 10--15 m·min^--1^, at an atmospheric pressure, and at a fixed glass production temperature. As a comparative example, the process scale-up will take the lab-scale glass coating from the order of 1 cm^2^·min^--1^ to the industrial-scale order of 10 m^2^·min^--1^. This will substantially change the features of the process. First of all, the rates of aerosol generation and transport will change. A large-scale aerosol generation is already done, especially in the context of spray drying.^[@ref44]^ Additionally, the aerosol transport in the industrial process has to be in the order of tens to hundreds of meters for safety reasons since the solvents used are often flammable and have to be kept far from the deposition site. The aerosol transport over large distances causes the loss of precursors in the piping system. Uncertainties in the transport model must be accounted for when estimating the rate of accumulation in the piping system, which could lead to clogging. Maintenance schedules can therefore be planned according to the range of possible accumulation rates and the analysis of different scenarios.

Once the carrier gas reaches the deposition site, the heat and mass transfer rates will be different from those of the lab scale. Therefore, the models will need to predict the temperature profile in the reactor using estimates for the heat transfer coefficients, which form a source of uncertainties given that they are obtained through empirical correlations. There are also uncertainties in the chemistry, specifically regarding the mechanisms of the reaction as well as the rates of gas and solid phase reactions, adsorption, and desorption. Finally, choosing the solvent and reactants and quantifying the residence time for reaction will depend on the model predictions and their accuracy.^[@ref45]^

3. AACVD Process Model {#sec3}
======================

The AACVD process consists of four steps, as shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, namely, aerosol generation, transport, and delivery and the chemical deposition. Each of these steps is described separately, but the models are integrated into a single model for use in simulating the complete process. For the sake of generality, the computation models used to simulate the process are written to independently accommodate different process specifications, which will then lead to different values for the design variables. For example, different plants will have different specifications for the distance where aerosol is generated and where the chemical deposition happens. The process can be simulated for any process specifications. Additionally, some parameters can be fixed; for example, the industrial setting will have moving glass being continuously coated at a fixed atmospheric pressure and at constant temperature.

While first-principles are used to estimate some parameters, others have to be determined from experimental data. The models are easily adaptable, which facilitates, for example, the proposition of different reaction mechanisms and the procedure for parameter fitting. Consideration must be taken regarding which variables are independent of the process scale and which ones must be adjusted. We strive for numbers that are representative of what could be expected in the real industrial-scale process, although the methodology we use is independent of the values adopted. Correlations for heat and mass transfer coefficients and thermophysical properties for possible precursor solutions and carrier gases were found in the literature.^[@ref46]−[@ref49]^

Given the challenges with computational tractability of complex problems,^[@ref50],[@ref51]^ we have avoided the use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Instead, because of the complexity of the AACVD process, we propose a model that allows us to repeatedly run simulations for the design and scale-up of the process with a decreased computational time, running hundreds of simulations in seconds. This will also be useful for the multiple simulations necessary for optimizing the industrial process, with the appropriate ranges for the design variables.

The implementation of the models and description of the uncertain and distributed parameters uses `Uncertainty.jl`,^[@ref52]^ a modeling framework focusing on the treatment of uncertainty. The framework was written in Julia (<https://julialang.org/>), a high-level language that allows both large-scale computation and flexible prototyping. `Uncertainty.jl` includes methods and operators that allow models containing parameter uncertainties or distributed quantities to be easily written down and simulated. The models are written in a concise and natural syntax, compatible with a traditional mathematical notation. For instance, we can define a kinetic constant by following a normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ^2^ simply by writing , and then use *k*~1~ in the mass balances evaluations without having to compromise between speed and code readability. The models with uncertain parameters or distributed quantities can then be simulated and the framework will automatically provide their impacts on the results through the pertinent statistics.

3.1. Aerosol Generation {#sec3.1}
-----------------------

The first step in the process is the formation of the aerosol. There will not be a single size of drop in the aerosol generated due to the nonhomogeneous ejection of droplets from the liquid surface and also the collisions and agglomerations of droplets.^[@ref53]^ The aerosol generated by ultrasonic vibration must therefore be described by a droplet size distribution. The log-normal distribution can describe variables obtained by the product of a sequence. When generating aerosol, there is a continuous process of fluid breakup, forming smaller droplets. The final droplet size is given by the product of a sequence of shrinking constants and each previous particle size, which is therefore well approximated by the log-normal distribution. The distribution only takes non-negative values, as it is the case for the droplet diameters.^[@ref54]^ Yasuda et al.^[@ref55]^ provided further evidence that the droplet diameters follow a log-normal distribution. The median droplet diameter *d*~d~ \[m\] and the standard deviation *s* are enough to describe the theoretical distribution. These parameters are a function of the technique and equipment chosen for aerosol generation. For a target droplet diameter *d*~d~ \[m\], the probability density function using the log-normal distribution is given by

A common method^[@ref2]^ to generate aerosol droplets is by ultrasonic vibration, using a piezoelectric transducer. Assuming a log-normal distribution for the diameter of the aerosol droplets generated, the median diameter *d*~d~ \[m\] can be approximated as suggested by Lang:^[@ref56]^where σ~d~ \[N·m\] is the surface tension of the precursor solution, ρ~d~ \[kg·m^--3^\] is its density, and *f* \[Hz\] is the excitation frequency of the transducer. Note that the fluid may be a liquid precursor or a solution containing a dissolved precursor, with a concentration *C*~A~^prec^ \[mol·m^--3^\] of a precursor A. Given the properties of the fluid, surface tension, and density, the median droplet diameter is an inverse function of the frequency, studied from 10 kHz to 5.4 MHz.^[@ref56]^ Therefore, increasing the frequency will produce smaller droplets, which aids the evaporation of the solvent and the release of the precursor. Commercial ultrasonic atomizers are available for the production of droplets with sizes ranging from a fraction of a micrometer to hundreds of micrometers.^[@ref57]^

3.2. Aerosol Transport {#sec3.2}
----------------------

Frequently, the precursor chemicals are dissolved into flammable solvents. Since the deposition site is kept at a high temperature, the aerosol has to be generated at a safe distance. Suitable transport distances for industrial-scale processes range from tens to hundreds of meters. Therefore, a key element for the AACVD process scale-up is the transport of the aerosol from where it is generated to the deposition site. The aerosol transport system is usually made of straight tubes, possibly inclined, with a few bends. Losses during transport occur due to drop gravitational settling, turbulent diffusion, Brownian diffusion, and impaction in elbows.^[@ref58]^ Brownian diffusion has a major impact on the loss of smaller particles; for instance, the diffusivity of 0.01 μm particles is 20 000 times higher than that of 10 μm particles.^[@ref59]^ On the contrary, the larger droplets are affected mainly by turbulent deposition and gravitational settling, which makes them more likely to be lost during transport when compared with smaller droplets. This exemplifies the importance of modeling the full range of droplet sizes being transported, given the different amounts of aerosol loss depending on the size of the droplets. Therefore, the transport model can be used to identify the optimum range of droplet sizes for different precursor solutions, which is then used to choose the atomizer settings. Since it is impossible to completely prevent aerosol loss during transport, it becomes necessary to perform regular maintenance in the transport system.

The amount of aerosol loss grows exponentially with the pipe length.^[@ref60]^ Let be defined as the total penetration, a dimensionless variable describing the fraction of aerosol particles that successfully crossed a given piping system; the aerosol content in the pipe input and output are *C*~in~ and *C*~out~, respectively. The aerosol content can be measured, for example, by the number of aerosol droplets per unit volume. The total penetration, is obtained by the product of all the individual penetration fractions, *P*~T~ = ∏~*i*~*P*~S,*i*~∏~*j*~*P*~B,*j*~, where *P*~S,*i*~ is the penetration for each straight pipe section *i* and *P*~B,*j*~ is the penetration for each bend *j*. Given a straight pipe section *i* of length *L*~*i*~ \[m\], the penetration *P*~S,*i*~ is modeled as^[@ref58],[@ref60],[@ref61]^where *d* \[m\] is the pipe diameter and *Q* \[m^3^·s^--1^\] is the fluid flow rate. *V*~e,*i*~ \[m·s^--1^\] is defined as the effective velocity of aerosol loss, as a function of the three main loss mechanisms: Brownian diffusion, turbulent diffusion, and gravitational settling. How to calculate the effective velocity is shown in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.iecr.9b05869/suppl_file/ie9b05869_si_001.pdf).

For each bend *j*, the penetration *P*~B,*j*~ is modeled as^[@ref62]−[@ref64]^where *r*~0~ is the dimensionless curvature ratio, defined as the bend radius *r*~b~ \[m\] divided by the pipe radius *r* \[m\], and α \[rad\] is the bend angle. The [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.iecr.9b05869/suppl_file/ie9b05869_si_001.pdf) contains the equations to calculate Γ~α~, the dimensionless time at impact; η, a dimensionless coordinate function of the dimensionless time Γ; and *z*~α~, the *z*-axis coordinate at impact. The correlations above are based on experimental data^[@ref58],[@ref60]−[@ref64]^ and are subject to specific experimental ranges of Stokes and Reynolds numbers.

3.3. Aerosol Delivery {#sec3.3}
---------------------

Once the aerosol droplets leave the transport system, which is likely to be at room temperature, they enter a region that is heated. This happens when the carrier gas travels through the middle of the distributor beam, as can be seen in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom right-hand side), where the filled rectangles represent heat exchangers. The solvent will dry out and the precursors will be released. As the carrier gas travels through the heated delivery section, its temperature will increase with time, as given bywhere *T* \[K\] is the carrier gas mean temperature; *t* \[s\] is time; *v*~g~ \[m·s^--1^\] is the carrier gas velocity; *h*~1~ \[W·m^--2^·K^--1^\] is the heat transfer coefficient; *P* \[m\] is the surface perimeter; *T*~w~ \[K\] is the wall temperature; and *ṁ* \[kg·s^--1^\] and *c*~*p*~ \[J·kg^--1^·K^--1^\] are, respectively, the carrier gas mass flow rate and specific heat at a constant pressure. The droplet evaporation is modeled by mass and energy balances. The process can be divided into two stages: The first one is the reduction of the droplet diameter, given the evaporation of the aerosol. For the second stage, the moisture content reaches a critical value and the solid precursors start to appear. In addition to [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, another two differential equations are numerically solved simultaneously:^[@ref46],[@ref48]^where *h*~vap,d~ \[J·kg^--1^\] is the droplet specific heat of evaporation; *c*~*p*,d~ \[J·kg^--1^·K^--1^\], *m*~d~ \[kg\], ρ~d~ \[kg·m^--3^\], *T*~d~ \[K\], and *d*~d~ \[m\] are, respectively, the droplet specific heat at a constant pressure, mass, density, temperature, and diameter; *t* \[s\] is time; *h*~2~ \[W·m^--2^·K^--1^\] is the heat transfer coefficient; *T* \[K\] is the carrier gas mean temperature; *ṁ*~v~ \[kg·s^--1^\] is the mass transfer rate, given by *ṁ*~v~ = *h*~m,s~·(ρ~v,s~ -- ρ~v,∞~)·π·*d*~d~^2^ where *h*~m*,*s~ \[m·s^--1^\] is the solvent mass transfer coefficient; and ρ~v*,*s~ \[kg·m^--3^\] and ρ~v,∞~ \[kg·m^--3^\] are, respectively, the partial vapor densities over the droplet surface and far from it. The [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.iecr.9b05869/suppl_file/ie9b05869_si_001.pdf) shows how to calculate the solvent mass transfer coefficient and the partial vapor densities, which are all functions of the droplet temperature.

3.4. Chemical Deposition {#sec3.4}
------------------------

The delivery model predicts the temperature profile in the deposition site and the rate of solvent evaporation. Now, the deposition reactions occur in gas and solid phases and consist of multiple steps happening both in series and in parallel. Before obtaining the final product, there may be both detectable and undetectable intermediates and undesired reaction impurities.^[@ref35]^ Building a robust chemical process, with a reproducible reaction performance, would require the understanding of the mechanisms and the competing rates of reactions, as well as the interplay between kinetic effects, mass transfer, and energy-related effects. Sophisticated methodologies can be used to study the mechanism and kinetics of specific reactions as, for example, Wang et al.^[@ref65]^ did using an in situ environmental scanning electron microscopy for the production of single-layer graphene growth on platinum foils. This is a first step to build specific mathematical models to describe that reaction in particular. Many other studies have been conducted to study synthetic methodologies, mechanisms, and kinetics of deposition for different materials, as well as the correlation between properties.^[@ref32],[@ref66]−[@ref78]^

As an alternative, we propose a general modeling methodology that requires simpler measurements, such as the film growth rate, and some idea of the mechanisms involved. The objective is to have models that are independent from the full understanding of the mechanisms for each reaction, avoiding the cost of a thorough investigation toward the phase, composition, and morphology of the deposition products. It is important to recognize that the accuracy and generality of predictions given by the simplified models are dictated by the amount of experimental data and the level of mechanistic understanding when building them. The parameters can, however, have their values improved with more experiments. With a greater knowledge on specific reactions, more sophisticated models can be used.^[@ref79]−[@ref83]^

Modeling the film formation can bring insights about the chemical mechanisms and the competition between mass transfer and reaction kinetics, which will affect the final products. Our objective is, therefore, to specifically model the lab-scale CVD batch reactor and to generalize the results to the industrial-scale process. This means we must migrate from sequential batch depositions in the lab to a continuous deposition on top of a flowing glass in the industrial setting. In both cases, when the aerosol reaches the reaction chamber, the solvent evaporates and chemical reactions take place, resulting in the film formation.

[Equation [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"} represents a set of general chemical reactions:where A is the precursor, whose properties affects the aerosol generation, transport, and delivery; B is an intermediate; C is a byproduct; D is the main product forming the film; and *k*~*i*~ \[units vary\] is the kinetic constant of reaction *i*, in the gas phase or on the surface. An example of a reaction following the above mechanism is the conversion of monosilane for the production of high-grade polysilicon.^[@ref84]^ The deposition rate is affected by thermodynamic, kinetic, and mass diffusion factors, any of which may be dominant depending on the operating conditions of the reactor.^[@ref85]^ Those factors are described in the dynamic model for the lab batch reactor, which is obtained by performing material balances:where component *j* is described by its inlet feed concentration, *C*~*j*~^in^ \[mol·m^--3^\], its amount of substance in the gas phase, *n*~*j*~^g^ \[mol\], and its amount of substance in the solid phase on top of the substrate, *n*~*j*~^s^ \[mol\]; *t* \[s\] is the reaction time; *Ḟ*~in~ \[m^3^ · s^--1^\] and *Ḟ*~out~ \[m^3^·s^--1^\] are, respectively, the inlet and outlet volumetric flow rates of the carrier gas; *h*~m,*j*~ \[m·s^--1^\] is the gas to solid phase mass transfer coefficient of component *j*; *V* \[m^3^\] is the gas phase reaction volume; *V*~int~ \[m^3^\] is the solid--gas interface volume; and *A* \[m^2^\] is the glass surface area in contact with the gas. Note that *Ḟ*~in~ = *Ḟ*~out~ = *Q* when there is no accumulation, where *Q* \[m^3^·s^--1^\] is the carrier gas flow rate from [eq [3](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The reaction rate constants and the mass transfer coefficients are not known exactly and are then represented using probability distributions. Therefore, the solution of the ODE system will then return a distribution, which is used to predict the most likely values of the final amounts of each material.

For the industrial-scale deposition on a continuously flowing glass, the process operates at a steady state. When the batch is compared with the continuous process, the time derivatives in [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} become dependent on space and time, given that the carrier gas flows inside the distributor beam and on top of the moving glass, where the film grows, as shown in the bottom right-hand side of [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Since we are interested in the profile of the film growth as the glass moves, we discretized the reaction space into small parallelograms and solved [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} for each one of them. The flow rate of carrier gas and the speed of the flowing glass dictate the residence time of the precursors in each discretized parallelogram. The result is the film growth profile as the glass flows through the deposition zone. The final amount of deposited D, *n*~D~^s^ \[mol\], and the film thickness, τ \[m\], will be given bywhere *f*(**x**) represents the integrated models for aerosol generation, transport, and delivery and chemical deposition described above; ρ~d~ \[kg·m^--3^\] is the density of the precursor solution; *d*~d~ \[m\] is the droplet diameter; *t* \[s\] is time; ρ \[mol·m^--3^\] is the mean molar density of the film; *w* \[m\] is the glass width; *v* \[m·s^--1^\] is the speed of the flowing glass; and *t*~r~ \[s\] is the chemical deposition residence time, defined as the time taken by the glass to cross the distributor beam. Note that the glass surface area in contact with the gas, *A* \[m^2^\], is given by the product *w*·*v*·*t*~r~.

4. Results and Discussion {#sec4}
=========================

On the basis of set targets, the results will be shown for the aerosol generation and transport and then for the aerosol delivery and the film formation. The objective is to understand the whole process from the perspective of the industry, which is interested in large production rates of a specific film thickness. The set of parameters and their values used in the models can be found in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}.

###### Values Used for the Model Parameters in the Industrial-Scale Range with the Objective of Continuously Coating Glass with 425 nm Film Thickness

  symbol         parameter                                                             nominal value    units
  -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------
  *A*            glass surface area in contact with the gas                            4.5 × 10^--3^    m^2^
  *c*~*p*,d~     droplet average specific heat                                         2.6 × 10^3^      J·kg^--1^·K^--1^
  *c*~*p*~       carrier gas average specific heat                                     1.1 × 10^3^      J·kg^--1^·K^--1^
  *h*~1~         heat transfer coefficient wall to carrier gas                         6                W·m^--2^·K^--1^
  *h*~2~         heat transfer coefficient carrier gas to droplet                      2.5 × 10^3^      W·m^--2^·K^--1^
  *h*~m,A~       mass transfer coefficient of component A                              7.4 × 10^--4^    m·s^--1^
  *h*~m,B~       mass transfer coefficient of component B                              1.2 × 10^--2^    m·s^--1^
  *h*~m,C~       mass transfer coefficient of component C                              1.4 × 10^--3^    m·s^--1^
  *h*~m,D~       mass transfer coefficient of component D                              1 × 10^--9^      m·s^--1^
  *h*~m,s~       mass transfer of the precursor solvent                                1.5              m·s^--1^
  *h*~vap,*d*~   droplet specific heat of evaporation                                  1.2 × 10^6^      J·kg^--1^
  *k*~1~         kinetic constant of reaction 1                                        1.62             s^--1^
  *k*~2~         kinetic constant of reaction 2                                        8.96 × 10^--4^   m·s^--1^
  *k*~3~         kinetic constant of reaction 3                                        5.6 × 10^--4^    m·s^--1^
  *L*            transport system distance                                             5.0 × 10^1^      m
  *N*            number of 90° pipe bends                                              5                 
  *P*            contact surface perimeter for heat transfer in the distributor beam   6.4              m
  *s*            standard deviation for the droplet log-normal distribution            0.6               
  *T*~w~         wall temperature                                                      7.8 × 10^2^      K
  *v*~g~         carrier gas velocity inside the deposition beam                       0.3              m·s^--1^
  *V*            reactor volume                                                        1.4 × 10^--4^    m^3^
  *V*~int~       solid--gas interface volume                                           1 × 10^--5^      m^3^
  μ              carrier gas dynamic viscosity                                         5.5 × 10^--4^    N·s·m^--2^
  μ~d~           droplet dynamic viscosity                                             1.9 × 10^--5^    N·s·m^--2^
  ρ              carrier gas density                                                   1.2              kg·m^--3^
  ρ̅              film average molar density                                            7 × 10^4^        mol·m^--3^
  ρ~d~           droplet density                                                       7.9 × 10^2^      kg·m^--3^
  σ~d~           droplet surface tension                                               2.2 × 10^--2^    N·m^--1^
  Φ              volume fraction of aerosol in the carrier gas                         0.02              

  symbol         design variable                                                    range                   units
  -------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------- -------------
  *C*~A~^prec^   concentration of precursor A in the solution to generate aerosol   \[0.01, 1.0\] × 10^3^   mol·m^--3^
  *d*            pipe inner diameter                                                \[0.5, 9\] × 10^--2^    m
  *f*            atomizer ultrasonic frequency                                      \[0.1, 54\] × 10^5^     Hz
  *Ḟ*~in~        carrier gas volumetric flow rate                                   \[1, 7\]×10^--2^        m^3^·s^--1^
  *N*~P~         number of parallel pipes                                           \[1, 10\]                

4.1. Aerosol Generation and Transport {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------

Given the amount of reactants necessary for the production of a film with a specific thickness, the aerosol generation and transport system can be designed. For the aerosol generation, the models show that the most impactful variable on the aerosol sizing is the atomizer ultrasonic frequency. This is important, since the sizing has the greatest impact on the aerosol loss for a given transport geometry, followed by the carrier gas flow rate. Note that the relative range of the uncertain droplet sizes is much greater than the uncertainties in all the other variables in the transport model.

To illustrate the outputs of the transport model, the droplet distributions before and after a 50 m transport system are shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for two different distributions of droplet sizes in the aerosol. Results show that 86% of the aerosol is expected to successfully reach the distributor beam for the aerosol with a 2 μm median droplet diameter and 26% for the 10 μm median droplet diameter. Note that more of the larger droplets are lost, indicating the importance of modeling the full range of possible droplet sizes, explained by the different extents of aerosol loss depending on the size of the particles. The optimum sizing range for transport can be found for each particular transport system. Additionally, the maintenance schedule is a function of the aerosol loss and can be determined by the presented models, varying according to the generated droplet sizes and the properties of the flow and the transport system.

![Droplet diameter distribution before and after a 50 m transport system. Inlet median droplet diameter 2 μm for (a) and 10 μm for (b). The area under the inlet curve is unitary, while the area under the outlet curve is the fraction of aerosol expected in the outlet of the transport system, 0.86 for (a) and 0.26 for (b).](ie9b05869_0002){#fig2}

4.2. Aerosol Delivery and Chemical Deposition {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------

TCO functional films reported in the literature,^[@ref23],[@ref25],[@ref28],[@ref86],[@ref87]^ which satisfy industry standards for the functional properties, have their thicknesses varying from 1/10 to 8 μm, depending on how long the deposition process is allowed to take place. Most papers published showing experimental work only report values of the final film thickness for a given reaction residence time. These values allow us, as a first approximation, to quantify the uncertain coefficients in systems of ODEs analogous to the one represented in [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We can also estimate the conversion fraction of precursors on the basis of the final film thickness and the initial quantity of precursors used. Our objective is simulating the continuous industrial-scale AACVD process; therefore, lab-scale batch experiments are used to study the reaction kinetics and transfer coefficients, which will then inform the models for the large-scale simulations. [Equation [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} will have its scale-dependent parameters adjusted according to the scale, having different contact surface areas, flow rates, and concentrations. On the contrary, the mass transfer coefficients and kinetic constants are scale-independent and are estimated using the experiments.

The parameter estimation procedure from the experimental data emphasizes the need to handle uncertainties that arise from the scale-up. For example, by using the final film thickness and deposition time from a lab-scale batch experiment, the scale-independent parameters are fitted and their predicted time behavior can be seen in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a. The time starts being counted when the reactant starts being delivered to the deposition site. The film starts growing at an approximately constant rate after 1 min, and analogous experiments usually last for about 15 min. Note that [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a shows the most likely results. However, due to the uncertainties in the model parameters, there is actually a distribution of possible results for each time interval. As an example, [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b shows the likelihood plot of the amounts of reactant A and main product D, specifically for time *t* = 2 min. To make the models more robust, it would be necessary to collect data on the evolution of the film thickness with time. Going further, it would also be useful to measure the concentrations of reactants, intermediates, products, and byproducts.

![(a) Simulation of the lab-scale batch chemical deposition. The reactant A is fed at constant flow rate, component B is an intermediate, C is a byproduct, and D forms the thin film with thickness τ \[nm\] growing, as shown in the right-hand side axis. (b) Plot showing the likelihood regions for the components A and D at time *t* = 2 min, given the uncertainties in the model parameters. The darker the region, the more likely it is to represent reality.](ie9b05869_0003){#fig3}

4.3. Distributor Beam and Industrial Continuous Process {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------------------------------

The industrial deposition site is found at the final stage of the glass production. The current plants using the conventional CVD process use a distributor beam to deliver gaseous chemical precursors to the glass surface. Ideally, the same setting could be kept after switching to the AACVD process. In the latter case, an inert gas will carry the aerosol containing precursors to the deposition site, which is shown in the bottom right-hand side of [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The schematic diagram is similar to the distributor beam made public by the International Patent 96/11802.^[@ref88]^ The diagram shows a cross-section of the device, where the aerosol arrives from the top-middle part and reaches the surface of a moving glass in the *x*-axis direction on the bottom part. The formation of a thin film with specific optoelectronic properties on the glass is the final objective. The filled rectangles in the diagram are heat exchangers, which allow the temperature of the deposition site walls to be controlled.

The industrial process operates at a constant temperature and atmospheric pressure. The glass width is in the direction perpendicular to the *xy*-plane, while the vertical direction represents the distributor's height, which is adjustable and can be taken as a design variable. The carrier gas arrives at the distributor beam at room temperature and its temperature increases while traveling between the walls of the distributor beam, as modeled by [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Discretizing the *x*-axis, it is possible to solve the system of ODEs represented in [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} for different positions, which allows us to predict the concentration of the chemical species for different values of distance from the center of the distributor beam. It is then possible to study different variations of the patented device, as shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

![In the first column, schematic diagrams represent the cross-section of the deposition site in the direction of the glass, flowing from left to right. Each schematic has its respective chemical deposition simulation results, shown in the second column. The parallel flow setting is shown in (a) and (b), the counter flow setting is shown in (c) and (d) and the mixed flow setting is shown in (e) and (f). The reactant A is consumed, while intermediate B and byproduct C are produced and the film is formed by component D. The film thickness, τ \[nm\], is shown in the secondary axis.](ie9b05869_0004){#fig4}

As the results suggest, the film growth rate is not uniform throughout the reaction space. Whether the highest growth rate happens when the film has just started forming (parallel flow setting) or when the film already has some thickness (counter flow setting) will impact the properties of the film, given that its morphology can potentially differ. The best design will depend on the chemistry for the chosen precursors to produce a specific film. Note that the results shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}e are not symmetric, since that would only happen if the flow were evenly distributed to both directions. The use of the amount of substance instead of the concentration is convenient, since it allows for the representation of solid and vapor substances in the same plot. However, the concentrations of the substances in the vapor state are easily obtained and are directly proportional to their amounts; for example, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the equivalent results of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.

![Concentration of the gaseous species in different regions of the deposition site. The reactant A is consumed, while intermediate B and byproduct C are produced and the film is grown. The film thickness, τ \[nm\], is shown in the secondary axis. These results are for the parallel flow setting and are equivalent to results in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.](ie9b05869_0005){#fig5}

4.4. Integration of Process Units {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------

The simulations are carried out for the different parts of the process: aerosol generation, transport, and delivery and the chemical deposition. Since the final objective of the integrated process is to meet a specific deposition rate, all variables will be dependent on the chemical deposition results. Therefore, the design of each subprocess is done on the basis of defined targets, leading to a goal seeking iterative method. For example, aiming at a final film thickness, simulations are done to evaluate each subprocess. The models presented can also be used to predict the properties of the complete industrial-scale AACVD, given the final objective of continuously coating glass flowing at a specific speed. Simulating the process before scaling-up is also important to identify possible bottlenecks in the process and to determine where to dedicate more effort and resources. It also aids in the evaluation of different process options and in the determination of process constraints, limiting factors, and feasible conditions.

We illustrate the use of the models to suggest a possible configuration for the design of an industrial-scale AACVD process, including the maintenance schedule for the aerosol transport system. The final objective is producing films with a thickness of at least 425 nm in a continuous industrial-scale process. The lab-scale experimental results shown in [section [4.2](#sec4.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec4.2){ref-type="other"} are used to fit the mass transfer coefficients and kinetic constants from [eq [8](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq8){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the deposition site, which are scale-independent when using the same components and reactions. We then estimate the necessary flow rate of precursors arriving at the reaction site. Results show that a film of 425 nm thickness is obtained when using a total flow rate of 0.03 m^3^·s^--1^, with reactant concentration of 10 mol·m^--3^, and divided into five parallel pipes of 6.2 cm inner diameter. A high conversion of reactants of 88% is obtained; however, only 7% of what reacted is converted into the main product *D*, the remainder becoming unreacted intermediate B and byproduct C. These results are shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}f for the industrial deposition site shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}e. The aerosol transport and delivery models show that for the 10 mol·m^--3^ concentration in the reactor, the concentration in the beginning of the transport system must be 11.6 mol·m^--3^, since about 14% of the aerosol will be lost over a 50 m transport distance for 2 μm median droplet diameter (atomizer frequency 1.8 MHz), as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. For this droplet distribution, the solvent will fully evaporate before the reactants reach the glass. If the aerosol volume fraction in the carrier gas is 2%, the precursor solution used for the aerosol generation must therefore have a concentration of 580 mol·m^--3^.

Given that 14% of aerosol is lost during transport and assuming that the transport system must always have 99% of the piping system unclogged for uniform loss throughout the piping system and an average lost material density of 5 × 10^4^ mol·m^--3^, it would be necessary to run a solvent through the pipe system to clean it every 227 h of plant operation. To highlight the impact of the range of droplet sizes, if an aerosol with a 10 μm median droplet diameter (atomizer frequency 170 kHz) were used instead of 2 μm, the aerosol loss would jump from 14 to 74%, as shown in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. By the same flow rate and precursor concentration being kept, the film produced would have its thickness dropping from 425 to 110 nm and the transport system would have to be cleaned every 12 h of plant operation. Increasing the precursor solution concentration and/or increasing the flow rate would increase the film thickness. This is an iterative process, since the changes in the concentration and/or flow rate will change the properties of the system, leading to a different aerosol loss during transport. However, the best solution would be to operate at a much lower fraction of aerosol loss, as what was obtained for the aerosol with 2 μm median droplet diameter.

The possible configuration and results obtained and described above are based on values that can be used in the industrial-scale process, as shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. Note that all values shown in the table were fixed, which means they only apply to the particular precursor solution, transport system, distributor beam dimensions and temperature, and set of reactions used. The design variables are the number of parallel pipes and their inner diameter, the ultrasonic frequency for the aerosol sizing, the flow rate, and the precursor concentration. However, the models presented can also simulate the process for different precursor solutions, different transport systems, and different chemical reactions, with the aim of serving as a guide to the AACVD scale-up.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

The manufacture of coatings and thin films such as the TCOs is often limited by high costs, environmental impacts, and a scarcity of specific precursors. Therefore, it is essential to look for less expensive and more sustainable processes, which becomes an easier task as AACVD enables the consideration of a wider range of precursors. The models presented for the aerosol generation, aerosol transport, aerosol delivery, and chemical deposition, along with the preliminary simulations, worked as a proof of concept for the use of simulation for gaining insights into the feasibility of an industrial-scale AACVD process and the possibility of keeping the current CVD equipment used in the industry to operate the AACVD technique instead.

The models are suitable for the application to process scale-up. They can also be used for different ranges of the variables and parameters studied and should be suitable for applications that rely on the atomization and transport of particles, for example, spray drying or cooling, inkjet printing, agricultural sprays, and fuel combustion, as well as in chemical deposition processes. Furthermore, the lessons learned in modeling uncertainties and their impact on a process scale-up motivates research into formulation, modeling, and solution methods for such applications. The aim is to ease the procedure of design under uncertainty for a process scale-up and facilitate the interactions between different professionals, such as chemists and engineers. Future work will include further model validation and the integration of the models within an optimization-based design framework. The use of a design framework would enable the identification of the best settings for the design variables for specific film growth rates and optoelectronic film properties. The lumped nature of the models presented also possible make the consideration of their use within a real-time optimization system, possibly enabling a more robust or flexible operation.
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